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Mao Zedong 2007
a biography of mao zedong who is famous for establishing a communist
government over china

Mao 1995
accessible and affordable illustrated biography about a topical historical
figure

Mao Zedong 2006
the most authoritative life of mao ever written by the bestselling author
of wild swans jung chang and her husband historian jon halliday based on
a decade of research and on interviews with many of mao s close circle in
china who have never talked before and with virtually everyone outside
china who had significant dealings with him this is the most authoritative
life of mao ever written it is full of startling revelations exploding the
myth of the long march and showing a completely unknown mao he was
not driven by idealism or ideology his intimate and intricate relationship
with stalin went back to the 1920s ultimately bringing him to power he
welcomed japanese occupation of much of china and he schemed
poisoned and blackmailed to get his way after mao conquered china in
1949 his secret goal was to dominate the world in chasing this dream he
caused the deaths of 38 million people in the greatest famine in history
in all well over 70 million chinese perished under mao s rule in peacetime
combining meticulous history with the story telling style of wild swans
this biography makes immediate mao s roller coaster life as he intrigued
and fought every step of the way to force through his unpopular
decisions mao s character and the enormity of his behaviour towards his
wives mistresses and children are unveiled for the first time this is an
entirely fresh look at mao in both content and approach it will astonish
historians and the general reader alike this a bombshell of a book chris
patten the times the first great political biography of the twenty first
century spectator
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Mao: The Unknown Story 2012-09-30
mao zedong is recognized alongside chiang kai shek and sun yat sen as
one of the most influential figures of modern chinese history his political
control of the nation waned during his later years but he remained the
chairman of the community party of china since it was established in
1949 to the day he died september 9 1976

Mao Zedong 2020-01-25
for a champion of the poor mao zedong was born to a wealthy
aristocratic family in shaoshan hunan china as an adolescent he once had
to defend his father s farm from starving peasants during a famine who
wished to seize his father s land and steal his grain this same mao would
later promote a policy of land reform that would give those peasants the
green light to violently overthrow the rich land owners all over the
chinese countryside inside you will read about where revolution was
made mao comes into his own mao the pragmatist from nanking to pearl
harbor consolidating power mao s stranglehold mao loses face and much
more mao zedong was a marxist revolutionary wishing to overthrow
regimes he viewed as imperialist and yet mao often referred to as the
red emperor behaved much like totalitarian emperors of china s medieval
past mao was a man of intriguing contradiction this book takes the time
to explore them all

Mao Zedong 2017-04-18
originally published in a different version in 2007 in russian by molodaia
gvardiia as mao tzedun title page verso

Mao 2013-10-29
short s masterful assessment informed by secret documents recently
found in china provides an up close look at mao tse tung the colossal
figure whose shadow will dominate into the 21st century of photos 4
maps
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Mao 2001-02
the greatest biography yet written on the man who made china

Mao 2023-06
presents a revised account of the revolution of 1966 1969 examines the
social and political consequences of the upheaval deng xiaoping
democracy movement tienamnen incident mao zedong the hundred
flowers great leap forward

Mao's China and After 1999-04
whether one views mao zedong as a hero or a demon the great
helmsman was undoubtedly a pivotal figure in the history of 20th century
china the first part of this volume is an introductory essay that traces the
history of 20th century china from mao s early career up to the chinese
communist party s victory in 1949 through three decades of revolution to
mao s death i 1976 the second half offers a selection of mao s writings
including such seminal pieces as on the new democracy and selections
from the little red book and writings about mao and his legacy by both
his contemporaries and modern scholars also included are headnotes a
chronology questions for consideration photographs a selected
bibliography and index

Mao Zedong and China's Revolutions
2016-04-30
mao tse tung was one of the most influential leaders of the twentieth
century in this 1977 book eleven scholars renowned for their penetrating
and lively analysis of mao during his life here make their assessments of
his career and influence after his death they consider mao s claims to be
an original thinker the practical side of his career his ideas on education
his economic and international preoccupations and his personality as a
chinese dick wilson s introduction indicates some of the common themes
showing inter alia that mao was neither as politically powerful nor
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intellectually consistent and creative as outsiders seem to have thought
that on the contrary his strength lay in his longevity his concern for the
methodology of social change and those moral qualities that
distinguished him very much of its time this book will be essential
reading for anyone wishing to assess china s political history

Mao Tse-Tung in the Scales of History
1977-09-01
this book provides an in depth exploration of the life and work of mao
zedong one of the most influential figures in modern chinese history
written from a unique perspective it explores mao s formative years his
rise to power as the leader of the communist party and his role in
transforming china through initiatives like the great leap forward and the
cultural revolution this biography traces the development of mao s
philosophies on leadership and governance while providing insight into
his impact on chinese society throughout his lifetime readers will gain an
understanding of how historical events shaped not only china but also
impacted global politics since its emergence onto the modern world
stage readers will discover what made this revolutionary thinker such an
iconic symbol for so many years after his death making the biography of
mao tse tung a must read for anyone interested in history or wanting to
understand more about this key figure in communist thought

Mao Zedong: The Biography of Mao Tse-
Tung; the Cultural Revolutionist, Father of
Modern China, His Life and Communist
Party 2023-03-31
mao zedong remains one of the most controversial figures in modern
world history this living legacy is the subject of intense ongoing debate
both within china and throughout the rest of the world here volume 1 of
the only biography of mao written with full access to the chinese
communist party archives to date is presented in english translation this
volume the first of three undertaken by the historians of the party
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literature research office of the central committee of the communist
party of china covers mao s career in the pre revolutionary period 1893
1949 as an extended official account of mao and mao s thought this work
offers a unique source through which to view the chinese communist
party s portrayal of the transformative events of the twentieth century
and mao s pivotal role therein

Mao Zedong: Volume 1, 1893-1949
2020-02-27
michael lynch s second edition of mao examines the life of this
controversial figure opening with a detailed chronology it delves into mao
s younger years and tracks his gradual rise to power with a chapter
dedicated to the cult status that surrounded him through a wealth of
primary and secondary sources and a balanced consideration of the
conflicting views that surround mao s leadership this book provides a
thorough exploration of mao s political and private life key features of the
second edition include a detailed analysis of the long march an account
of sino japanese relations and an assessment of mao s ongoing legacy
this biography will be essential reading for anyone interested in mao and
the politics of twentieth century china

Mao 2017-05-02
the fact that snow did not sneak into red china to gather information
constituting the basis of his red start over china all alone is in many
instances misunderstood even by scholars mao zedong s biography has
been the subject of an international mountain of commentary in china
and elsewhere biographies praising mao and those slandering him are all
based on the american journalist edgar snow s 1905 1972 account in red
star over china for the route mao traveled from early childhood through
his youth how the red star rose introduces the image of mao and the
biographical information made known to the world through the
publication of red star and with its publication the circumstances which
they fundamentally undermined ishikawa yoshihiro uses mao zedong as
raw material to examine from whence and how ordinary historical
information and images which we habitually use unconsciously come into
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being he desires to help readers to reconsider the historicity of the
generation of not only mao s image but of that of historical materials with
a title that evokes gao hua s seminal study of mao zedong s rise in the
chinese communist party ishikawa yoshihiro asks two critical questions
what did the world know of mao before the publication of edgar snow s
red star over china how did red star change that understanding with the
meticulous research careful documentation and fair minded judgment
that characterizes all of ishikawa s work he shows how little even moscow
and the communist international knew about mao before 1936 this study
is full of unexpected insights into the origins of early visual images of
mao the background to snow s historic trip to northern shaanxi and the
evolution of the classic study that he left in a world where balanced
judgment of the rise of mao is increasingly difficult to find ishikawa s
scholarship stands out as a rare model of judicious balance joseph w
esherick emeritus professor hwei chih and julia hsiu chair in chinese
studies university of california san diego this book is first an exquisite
excavation on the enabling infrastructures in the writing and publishing
of one of the most iconic works in journalistic interviews in the 20th
century a text that broke through a wall of intelligence blockade to give
to the world in an autobiographical voice and with a striking image the
debut of the revolutionary mao while holed up in a mountain base area it
is in addition a history of the reading of the book in multiple languages
including chinese that is indexed to the rise of the mao cult thereafter
ishikawa captures a moment of a past gearing up in anticipation of a
future that never came this book is a must read for all with an interest in
mao journalism and the history of books wen hsin yeh richard h and
laurie c morrison chair professor in history university of california
berkeley ishikawa offers a challenging reflection on how historical
information and images that we take for granted come into being
through the twin case studies of images of mao zedong before edgar
snow s famous biography in 1936 and then how snow s images of mao
were translated and transmuted into chinese russian and japanese
joshua fogel s careful translation brings this impeccable example of
japanese sinology to the english reading public timothy cheek professor
and louis cha chair in chinese research university of british columbia
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How the “Red Star” Rose 2022-01-30
read about mao zedong and how he created china in this biography book
for kids reading about how great men lived will help a child navigate
through life sometimes dreams are created when a child is inspired by
others biography stories will teach a child that with hardwork anything is
possible if mao zedong can do it so can your little one

Mao Zedong: The Founding Father of China
- Biography of Famous People | Children's
Biography Books 2017-12-01
on the fiftieth anniversary of quotations from chairman mao this
pioneering volume examines the book as a global historical phenomenon

Mao's Little Red Book 2014-03-06
based on chinese archival documents interviews and more than twenty
years of research on the subject zhihua shen and yafeng xia offer a
comprehensive look at the sino soviet alliance between the end of the
world war ii and 1959 when the alliance was left in disarray as a result of
foreign and domestic policies this book is a reevaluation of the history of
this alliance and is the first book published in english to examine it from a
chinese perspective

Mao and the Sino–Soviet Partnership,
1945–1959 2015-08-13
one of a series this contains a biographical essay a chronology a survey
of manuscript resources an annotated bibliography of historical and
biographic works on mao and his place in history speeches and writings
by mao a summary of newspaper coverage and a bibliography of
newspapers
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Mao and China 1972
this book first published in 2001 uses key oral histories to confirm and
explain the professional and private lives of post 1949 chinese
intellectuals through the focal point of chen renbing a man personally
criticised by mao zedong intellectuals have faced unique perils in modern
chinese history thousands of whom were targeted by mao mao s prey
provides invaluable insight into their experiences and fates

Mao's China 1979-01
a groundbreaking history of china s great famine winner of the bbc
samuel johnson prize 2011 a gripping and masterful portrait of the brutal
court of mao based on new research but also written with great narrative
verve simon sebag montefiore harrowing and brilliant ben macintyre a
critical contribution to chinese history wall street journal between 1958
and 1962 45 million chinese people were worked starved or beaten to
death mao zedong threw his country into a frenzy with the great leap
forward an attempt to catch up with and overtake the west in less than
fifteen years it led to one of the greatest catastrophes the world has ever
known dikotter s extraordinary research within chinese archives brings
together for the first time what happened in the corridors of power with
the everyday experiences of ordinary people giving voice to the dead and
disenfranchised this groundbreaking account definitively recasts the
history of the people s republic of china

Mao Zedong 1991
it s hard to imagine any fictional villain half as fiendish as the real life
warlords tyrants and pirates in these new wicked biographies bet you can
t read just one he presented himself as a man of the people and
promised to turn the most populous country on earth into a worker s
paradise but the reality of life in mao zedong s communist china was a
different story entirely marked by widespread famine and inhumane
policies that cost tens of millions of lives
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Mao's Prey 2018-09-18
mao zedong by kalyani mookherji is a biographical work that explores the
life and legacy of mao zedong the founding father of the people s
republic of china and a key figure in chinese history the book examines
mao s political career ideology and impact on the nation key aspects of
the book mao zedong political ideals the book delves into mao s ideology
including his contributions to marxism leninism his vision for a
communist society and his role in the chinese communist party
revolutionary leadership it examines mao s leadership during significant
historical events including the long march and the establishment of the
people s republic of china social and cultural influence the book reflects
on mao s impact on china s society culture and political landscape and
the lasting imprint of his rule mao zedong by kalyani mookherji offers
readers an in depth exploration of the life and influence of a
revolutionary leader the book presents mao zedong s role in shaping
china s history and his complex legacy

Mao's Great Famine 2010-09-06
a landmark work giving a global panorama of mao s ideology filled with
historic events and enlivened by striking characters jonathan fenby
author of the penguin history of china since the 1980s china seems to
have abandoned the utopian turmoil of mao s revolution in favour of
authoritarian capitalism but mao and his ideas remain central to the
people s republic with disagreements between china and the west on the
rise the need to understand the political legacy of mao is urgent and
growing a crucial motor of the cold war maoism shaped the course of the
vietnam war and brought to power the khmer rouge in cambodia it aided
anti colonial resistance movements in africa it inspired terrorism in
germany and italy and wars and insurgencies in peru india and nepal
some of which are still with us today starting with the birth of mao s
revolution in northwest china in the 1930s and concluding with its violent
afterlives in south asia and resurgence in the people s republic today julia
lovell re evaluates maoism as both a chinese and an international force
linking its evolution in china with its global legacy wonderful andrew marr
new statesman
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Mao Zedong 2010-09
in 1949 mao zedong hoisted the red flag over beijing s forbidden city
instead of liberating the country the communists destroyed the old order
and replaced it with a repressive system that would dominate every
aspect of chinese life in an epic of revolution and violence which draws
on newly opened party archives interviews and memoirs frank dikÃ tter
interweaves the stories of millions of ordinary people with the brutal
politics of mao s court a gripping account of how people from all walks of
life were caught up in a tragedy that sent at least five million civilians to
their deaths

Mao Zedong 2022-02-22
this title is part of uc press s voices revived program which
commemorates university of california press s mission to seek out and
cultivate the brightest minds and give them voice reach and impact
drawing on a backlist dating to 1893 voices revived makes high quality
peer reviewed scholarship accessible once again using print on demand
technology this title was originally published in 1973

Maoism 2019-03-14
jonathan spence captures mao in all his paradoxical grandeur and sheds
light on the radical transformation he unleashed that still reverberates in
china today book jacket

The Tragedy of Liberation 2013-08-29
outstanding figures who have shaped the path of history are profiled in
these handsome inexpensive volumes these biographies detail the facts
known about their subjects and emphasize their childhood motivation
accomplishments and humanity as well as their impact on history
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History and Will 2023-04-28
monograph on the philosophy and ideology of mao tse tung on
communism in china contrasting contemporary maoism both with
classical chinese historical thinking and with the western sources of
marxism includes references

Mao Zedong 1999
focuses on the complex relationship between these two men as part of
the development of modern china communist takeover mass famine
great leap forward cultural revolution third line jiang qing gang of four
tiananmen square

Mao Tse-Tung 2005
whether one views mao zedong as a hero or a villain the great helmsman
was undoubtedly a pivotal figure in the history of twentieth century china
a man whose life and writings provide a fascinating window on the
chinese experience from the 1920s onward part mao biography part
historical overview of the turbulent story of china s communist
revolutions the introductory essay traces the history of twentieth century
china from mao s early career up to the chinese communist party s
victory in 1949 through three decades of revolution to mao s death in
1976 the second half of the volume offers a selection of mao s writings
including such seminal pieces as on new democracy and selections from
the little red book and writings about mao and his legacy by both his
contemporaries and modern scholars

Mao Tse-tung 1975
as a giant of 20th century history mao zedong played many roles peasant
revolutionary patriotic leader against the japanese occupation marxist
theoretician modernizer and visionary despot this very short introduction
chronicles mao s journey from peasant child to ruler of the most populous
nation on earth he was a founder of both the chinese communist party
and the red army and for many years he fought on two fronts for control
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of the party and in an armed struggle for the party s control of the
country his revolution unified china and began its rise to world power
status he was the architect of the great leap forward that he hoped would
make china both prosperous and egalitarian but instead ended in
economic disaster resulting in millions of deaths it was mao s growing
suspicion of his fellow leaders that led him to launch the cultural
revolution and his last years were dogged by ill health and his despairing
attempts to find a successor whom he trusted delia davin provides an
invaluable introduction to mao showing him in all his complexity ruthless
brutal and ambitious a man of enormous talent and perception yet a
leader who is still detested by some and venerated by others about the
series the very short introductions series from oxford university press
contains hundreds of titles in almost every subject area these pocket
sized books are the perfect way to get ahead in a new subject quickly our
expert authors combine facts analysis perspective new ideas and
enthusiasm to make interesting and challenging topics highly readable

History and Will 1973
a thirty six lecture course that explores the history and culture of china

The New Emperors 1993
this is the extraordinary inside story of one of the most powerful men
who ever lived this biography of mao zedong not only describes the
imperial grandeur of his life but also looks at his strange personal habits
and voracious sexual appetite

Mao Zedong China's Revolution 2002-05-16
spence draws upon his extensive knowledge of chinese politics and
culture to create an illuminating picture of mao superb chicago tribune
from humble origins in the provinces mao zedong rose to absolute power
unifying with an iron fist a vast country torn apart by years of weak
leadership colonialism and war this sharply drawn and insightful account
brings to life this modern day emperor and the tumultuous era that he
did so much to shape jonathan spence captures mao in all his
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paradoxical grandeur and sheds light on the radical transformation he
unleashed that still reverberates in china today

Mao: A Very Short Introduction 2013-04-25
mao zedong first chairman of the people s republic of china one of the
founders of the chinese communist party and the architect of the cultural
revolution was active in chinese politics for most of his eighty two years
and became one of the most important revolutionary figures in the
twentieth century he spent the 1920s and 1930s struggling to build the
chinese communist party after the establishment of the people s republic
he strove to impose his vision of socialism on his impoverished country
convinced that if the power of the people could be harnessed china could
become an economically successful and egalitarian country the great
leap forward which he initiated was however a disaster resulting in
millions of deaths mao used the cultural revolution to re impose his
authority his critics were persecuted and a personality cult was fostered
his little red book sold over 740 million copies this book offers the reader
a powerful insight into the life and work of this intriguing man

From Yao to Mao 2004

The Private Life of Chairman Mao 1996

Mao Zedong 2006-08-29

Mao Zedong 2011-10-24
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